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Editorial
W

elcome to our 2nd edition of Current
Magazine. Our work continues as we
offer new, related to our electrical industry,
sales tips and economic news. In addition,
we are advertising several manufacturers
that support United Sales Agency, llc.
Generally speaking, the Northeast economy
has the slowest growth by volume in the
United States concerning the electrical
industry. Many factors contribute to this
reality. This is one of our continuing themes
throughout this issue and upcoming issues.
Our industry is going through significant

marketing changes driven largely through
internet sales. Current offers some measure
of help regarding
these trends: doing
business in the manner we did 20 years
ago is changing. Many of our readers have
strong, viable customers bases. Current
offers marketing strategies to “sure up” those
relationships.
Please enjoy this issue and if you would like
to comment, please do so by emailing info@
unitedsalesagencyllc.com.
Very Sincerely,
United Sales Agency
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Industry NEWS

understanding the basics of
smart home hub automations
Margaret Rouse

A

smart home hub is hardware or
software that connects devices on a
home automation network and controls
communications among them.
Smart home hubs, which connect either
locally or to the cloud, are useful for internet
of things (IoT) devices that use the Zigbee or
Z-Wave protocols or Bluetooth, rather than
Wi-Fi.
Sometimes referred to as a smart home
bridge, a smart home hub collects and
translates various protocol communications
from smart home devices. For example, if a
smartphone, which does not use Zigbee to
communicate, wants to "talk" with a smart
lock, which only uses Zigbee and not the WiFi or Bluetooth native to the smartphone, the
smart home hub acts as a translator between
the two.
As such, a smart home hub acts as the heart
of a smart home network, tying together
various devices and systems in a centralized
platform. This also simplifies the network for
the user and gives him a single smart home
application to rule all the various systems
and applications. Now, if a user wants to set
up a command that when the smartphone
approaches the owner's home, the garage
door opens, the hall light turns on and the
radio tunes to a classical music station, he
can with the smart home hub.
As the master home automation controller, a

smart home hub can also divert traffic off WiFi or Bluetooth, easing network congestion.
With all the smart home devices connected
in the home, users can also remotely access
the various systems and control them while
away from home with their smart home app.

How a smart home hub works

Hubs, in general, are network devices that
serve as places of convergence for data from
one or more devices and then forward out
the data in one or more other directions.
A smart home hub usually has a built-in
switch, which maintains the information
necessary to determine how and where
data is forwarded. Devices may also include
compute resources to perform some
processing tasks before data is forwarded.
The associated smart home app acts as
a "universal remote" for all smart home
devices, allowing the owner to monitor
elements of the smart home network and
automate, schedule and control tasks.
Smart home hubs are able to control many
smart home and IoT-enabled devices
and systems, including smart sensors on
thermostats, lightbulbs, outlets and switches,
door locks and sensors, doorbells, garage
door openers, energy monitors, and window
treatments/coverings and sensors. They can
also control motion sensors, flood and leak
sensors, smart radios and speakers, security
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systems and cameras, smoke and carbon
monoxide detectors, irrigation controllers,
and fans, water heaters and other household
appliances.
Many smart home devices come with their
own proprietary hubs, but these systems
often cannot integrate with other smart
home systems, disabling devices from
communicating -- for example, if a smoke
detector senses a fire, it may not be able to
tell the smart locks to unlock the door for
an easier exit or firefighter access. In this
instance, a dedicated smart home hub can
offer a single point of control. Likewise, if
a homeowner uses smart lightbulbs from
different manufacturers, each may have
its own hub with its own app. A dedicated
smart home hub can combine and simplify
the use of the disparate hubs.
Though a dedicated smart home hub
provided a centralized command center,
it doesn't mean the proprietary hubs can
be discarded; a dedicated smart home hub
won't replace the hubs that come with
technologies, but it connects them all
into a centralized location. Getting rid of
proprietary hubs can reduce the device or
system's functionality.

Evolution of the smart home hub

Early smart home devices often relied on
Wi-Fi and/or Bluetooth to communicate.
However, as these specifications can drain
battery power quickly, new protocols
entered the scene. Zigbee and Z-Wave, two
of the most popular protocols in home
automation, alleviate power issues and
bring low-cost wireless connectivity to
smart home devices.
The first smart home hub on the scene
was SmartThings. It launched a Kickstarter
campaign in 2012, raising $1.2 million. The
system was acquired by Samsung in 2014.
Originally only a hardware device, software
smart home hubs have recently become
available. Software-based smart home hubs
unify the various smart home devices on a
smartphone, reducing the need for another
box on the shelf. Examples of software-

based home automation hubs include Eve,
Stringify and Yonomi.

Popular smart home hubs

The Samsung SmartThings Hub supports
Zigbee, Z-Wave, Bluetooth and Wi-Fi. It
hardwires to the home router and offers
a battery backup. The hub is compatible
with more than 200 devices and thirdparty services, including Amazon Alexa,
Google Assistant, Philips Hue, Ring video
doorbells, ADT security, Schlage locks
and Honeywell thermostats. It is Android
and iOS compatible. Samsung's Connect
Home mesh Wi-Fi router offers built-in
SmartThings integration.
The Wink Hub supports Zigbee, Z-Wave,
Bluetooth and Wi-Fi. Unlike many other
home automation hubs, it talks to the
home internally, rather than relying on
cloud connectivity. Also Android and iOS
compatible, it offers numerous integrations,
such as Kwikset locks, Nest thermostats, GE
smart lightbulbs and Google assistant.
Other smart home hub options include
Insteon Hub from Insteon, Harmony by
Logitech, Almond by Securifi and VeraLite
by Vera.

Smart home hub considerations

When purchasing a smart home hub, there
are several things to keep in mind:
Voice control: If you want to control your
smart home system via voice, see if the
device can integrate with your smart speaker
(e.g., Amazon Alexa or Google Home).
Integrations: Some smart home hubs offer
more integrations than others. Also, the
number of available integrations may be
limited by the hub; for instance, Harmony
by Logitech only connects up to eight smart
home devices.
Operating system compatibility: While most
systems are iOS and Android compatible, be
sure to check prior to purchase. For example,
some smart home hubs are incompatible
with Windows phones.
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Connection: Some smart home hubs require
a direct connection to your router, like the
SmartThings hub, while others connect over
Wi-Fi.
Compatibility: Know what standards
(Zigbee, Z-Wave, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi) your
smart home devices use and ensure the hub
can accommodate them.
Smart home app: Most smart home hubs are
accessed through a smartphone app. There
are also some options available through a PC
or Mac.

To smart home hub, or not to smart
home hub

One point of contention is that not every
smart home network requires a smart
home hub. Many smart speakers, including
Amazon Echo and Google Home, can fill a
dedicated smart home hub's spot and act as
the command center of a smart home system,
providing hub-like functionality though
their companion apps and voice interfaces,

for example Alexa or Siri. Dedicated hubs
do not offer native voice control options,
though integrations are available.
Similarly, if all of a home's connected
devices run on Wi-Fi, there is no need for a
smart home hub.
However, an issue with using a smart
speaker in a smart home hub's stead is that
the speakers may not offer full compatibility
with all protocols and standards. For example,
Amazon Echo Plus supports Zigbee, but not
Z-Wave. It does, however, offer Alexa skills,
which can pair smart home devices with
Alexa, offering much of the same control,
and users won't experience a difference.
And as with dedicated hubs, the Echo Plus
requires proprietary hubs to remain in place
for full device functionality. For example,
Hue devices can connect with an Echo
without the Hue Bridge, but functionality of
the smart lightbulbs will be limited to on/off
and brightness.
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4 ways to unlock the
full potential of the
lot connected home
AMENA ALI

N

inety-nine percent of appliances and
devices in the home are not connected.
Today, you have no idea if the HVAC is
working efficiently, let alone if it is about to
breakdown. Ditto for your hot water heater,
washer, dryer, dishwasher, etc. The failure
of any one of these appliances is a major
inconvenience and significant expense in
any scenario. Could big data fundamentally
change this situation? Could appliance
intelligence be gleaned? Could homes and
the appliances that are in them be made
smart and energy efficient with one device?
The path to this future requires data — big
data — on each appliance and home to
observe and analyze appliance and home
energy consumption patterns, trends and
anomalies. So, what is the best approach to
in essence network each home to attain this
kind of data intelligence?
Each appliance in the home is already
connected to the power or electrical network
— but that network needs to be made
accessible, with the data being sampled
at high frequencies and connected to the
internet. And better yet, this connection
should be enabled not by replacing every
appliance and device in the home, which
would take decades, but with one device that
could be easily installed today.
Connecting the potential with the premise
of the connected home requires rethinking
what a smart home is and how devices
could be made “smart” at scale. There are

four strategies for the IoT industry serving
the residential market to consider as it seeks
to connect and realize the full potential of
connected home.

1. Focus on legacy devices

Today, IoT is fundamentally limited because
there are 100 million households that do
not have a single smart home device, with
unconnected legacy devices creating dead
zones in the home that constrain the full
promise of connected home intelligence.
Rather than relying solely on trying to grow
adoption of smart home devices such as
thermostats and lights among these millions
of appliance types, a more immediate
growth route for IoT is to make legacy home
appliances “smart.”
The question is, how? Many IoT value
propositions in energy, safety, control
and efficiency will remain unfulfilled until
companies within the IoT ecosystem can
overcome the roadblocks created by these
legacy devices. Technology that enables realtime connectivity in home efficiency, safety
and convenience offers tremendous value
to homeowners as well as the technology
and service providers who enable it.

2. Covert data into value

Sensor data needs to get translated into
tangible consumer value. This could be done
in a variety of ways: delivering insights that
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engage and inform about what matters to
people, their homes and the safety, lifestyle
and comfort of their families; partnering
with connected device and home platform
companies to leverage home energy data to
improve performance of other devices; and
delivering data, insights and control through
delightful emails, portals and mobile apps.
Appliance-level
energy
monitoring
advances the optimization and insights
of intelligent demand response programs,
deepening HVAC disaggregation and
boosting automated energy savings. Data,
analysis and automation capabilities will
enable both home and energy intelligence.

3. Reduce cost and complexity

A 2016 survey by Support.com underscores
the key role cost and complexity of installation
and usage will factor into smart home device
adoption going forward. Thirty-one percent
of smart home owners struggle with the
complexity of configuration and technical
support of connected devices and systems,
and 43% of potential buyers are concerned
about the complexity of installation and the
connectivity of smart home devices. On the
cost side, 67% of potential buyers say the
cost to buy, set up and maintain a smart
home system is the number one barrier to
purchasing connected home devices or
systems.
So, devices that measure home energy in
real-time must be scalable and cost-effective.
That means simple installation that is DIY

without needing the time, inconvenience
and expense of an electrician. We are
already seeing vendors come to market
with connected home products, hubs and
monitoring devices that the consumer
can easily set up themselves, and that is
encouraging. Data from the home energy
monitor must then be accessible via an
API and architected to integrate with other
data sets to produce insights and provide
thoughtful control strategies.

4. Expand the ecosystem

Making the connected home a reality
cannot fall solely to hardware vendors
selling thermostats, lights and hub devices.
The benefits IoT can deliver extend to a
broad range of industry partners, including
utilities, solar and energy companies,
home automation providers and insurance
companies.
Working collectively, homes and devices get
smarter with whole home energy data and
the integration of additional data sources.
Weather datasets, integration with data
from connected devices, and real-time
whole home energy data — combined with
intelligent algorithms — can drive predictive
energy analytics that deliver home and
appliance insights and automation that can
provide substantial savings and value to
consumers. This unparalleled combination
of capabilities is driving the development
and delivery of innovative services that add
intelligence and can more quickly realize
the potential of the smart home.
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Commodity corner

nexans

NY's greatest kept secret in
the wire and cable industry

L

ocated in Chester, NY, Nexans is a
global leader in advanced cabling and
connectivity solutions, Nexans brings
energy to life through an extensive range
of best-in-class products and innovative
services. For over 120 years, innovation
has been the company’s hallmark, enabling
Nexans to drive a safer, smarter and more
efficient future together with its customers.

In a rapidly transforming world that is
increasingly reliant on connectivity, Nexans
is well-placed to capitalize on developing
opportunities.
Several
interlinked
megatrends such as energy transition,
digital revolution and global mobility all
hold vast potential. Anticipating customer
needs, we are preparing today to meet future
customer challenges in four key sectors.

Contact
Steve Henry
Commodities
Email: shenry@unitedsalesagencyllc.com
Phone: (315) 432-8090
Fax: (315) 432-8094
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Sales corner

Do you make these
mistakes in selling?
Your mistakes can be your friends

T

hey have something to teach you that
is worth learning if you know how to
consult them. The following are a number
of ways in which sales are most commonly
lost:

1.

You talked too much -- too much about
yourself, too much about your product in
general; too little about what it was going
to do for your prospect. You brushed aside
buying signals and talked yourself right out
of the sale. You were giving a lecture and
never gave your prospect a chance to talk.

2.

You failed to ask for the order. You sat
around, waiting to hear those magic words,
"Ok I'll take it. Sign me up." They were never
spoken! Your prospect is probably still
waiting for you to ask for the order. Possibly
you didn' t try to close by filling out your
order; possibly you filled it out, and never
handed it to him, with a pen or pencil, to be
signed. Or, your mental attitude was such
that you didn't actually expect the order. If
this was true, you went listlessly through the
motions, lacking drive and zip.

3.

You failed to justify your asking price.
Were you afraid to quote a price? Were you
apologetic when you mentioned the price?
Did you justify the price before quoting it,

by first building up the quality, reliability,
reputation, convenience, availability and
service it would buy? Be proud of your
product and you will be proud of its price.

4.

You were too technical. You led your
prospect into a dense jungle of words and
expressions common to your business,
but 1oreign to his, then left him to find his
own way out. You knew the way, but he
didn't. He's still lost in the maze of technical
expressions that you left behind you.

5.

You were all thumbs. You fumbled the
ball. You fumbled your talk, or your samples,
or both. Having lost confidence in yourself
how could you expect to inspire it in your
prospect? You became increasingly nervous
and ill at ease, and your prospect tightened
up with you. It was then that you began
to wish you had learned and practiced
that planned sales talk you had previously
scorned!

6. You exaggerated. Perhaps you deliberately

went out of bounds or perhaps your
enthusiasm ran away with you. Possibly
because you didn't !mow your product, you
took a flying guess to answer a question.
Whatever the reason, your prospect
recognized your exaggeration and lost
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Ten Principles of Selling

01

06

You are paid for using
your brains, not merely
for having them.

07

You are paid for using
your brains, not merely
for having them.

03

Never tell the price
before explaining the
value.

08

If your prospect quits
listening, you should
quit talking.

04

Don't stop looking for
work when you have
found a job.

09

You must not continue
time; instead, make
time count.

05

If a person doesn't buy
from you, be sure that
you have asked him or
her to buy.

10

02

Your increase in
income will become
effective when you do.

Whenever the going
seems easy, be sure
that you aren't going
downhill.

The door of
opportunity will not
open unless you do
some pushing.
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confidence in you. After that he refused to
believe anything you said. He wouldn't buy
you, hence he wouldn't buy your story.

7. You won an argument, but lost the sale. You
did not give ground gracefully, retreat, and
change the subject. You brought up subjects
that easily become controversial, such as
religion or politics. You started an argument
when your prospect took exception to one
of your unproved statements. Or did it start
because you tried to bull your·way through
one of his objections? ln any event, you won
an expensive argument.

yet make him realize that you can't help him
unless he is willing to help himself.

11. Your prospect bluffed you. Did he scare
you with a loud bark? He still needed your
product! Did he tell you that he could buy an
off-brand, a "just as good" product for less
money? Well then, you failed to prove the
quality of your product, and you failed to
justify your price. Did he tell you he was so
overstocked that he would never be able to
sell what he has on hand? You failed to make

8.

You went too fast. You ran like a fire
engine. You failed to µail down each
clinching point as you made it. You failed to
use telling pauses. Your strong points never
registered because you never gave them
time, You failed to watch your prospect’s
eyes for reactions. Your prospect figured that
instead of trying to help him your sole aim
was to get out of there as quickly as possible.
You covered the distance in record time, but
you were running in the wrong direction.

9.

You knocked your competitor. While
slamming him, you not only established
yourself as a poor sport, since he wasn't
around to defend himself, but you slammed
your prospect's business judgment. Calling
your prospect stupid is not a recommended
way to make friends or win sales.

10.

You were over-anxious. You became
too tense about making the sale, and you
showed it. Perhaps your prospect was a
"big man" and you became nervous in
his presence. The next time you talk to an
important person, just think to yourself that
he can cut himself while shaving, just like
any other man. Perhaps he is a very busy
man -- so are you! You're there to help him,
not to beg favors. You are just as legitimate a
business man as he is, and you are making a
business call. Don't be over-anxious or oversolicitous. Keep your prospect convinced
of his need of your product. Keep him
convinced of your interest in his problems,

Attitude

Charles Swindoll
“The longer I live, the more I realize the
impact of attitude on life. Attitude, to me,
is more important than facts. It is more
important than the past, than education, than
money, than circumstances, than failures,
than successes, than what other people
think or say or do. It is more important than
appearance, giftedness or skill. It will make
or break a company...a church...a home. The
remarkable thing is we have a choice every
day regarding the attitude we will embrace
for that day. We cannot change our past...
we cannot change the fact that people will
act in a certain way. We cannot change
the inevitable. The only thing we can do is
play on the one string we have, and that is
our attitude...I am convinced that life is 10
percent what happens to me and 90 percent
how I react to it. And so it is with you...we are
in charge of our Attitudes!”
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a friend by offering him suggestions on how
to move his surplus.

Good Business

12. You tried to duck legitimate objections.

The reason was that you didn't know
the answers. You were stumped because
your hadn't studied your product, your
literature, and your sales talk. Perhaps what
he considered important seemed of no
consequence to you, so you simply ignored
his request for more information. Hint: You
will never end objections by ignoring them.
Learn to face and overcome them.

Edgar A. Guest

I

f I possessed a shop or store,
I’d drive the grouches off my floor!
I’d never let some gloomy guy
Offend the folks who come to buy.
I’d never keep a boy or clerk
With mental toothache at his work.
Nor let a man who draw my pay
Drive customers of mine away.

13. You were rude to your prospect. Did you

interrupt him, cut him off in the middle of
a statement? Did you remember to have
character, or did you act like a character?
Perhaps, you told off-color stories to an
unappreciative audience, or were loud,
flamboyant or raucous. Perhaps you banged
his desk, or played with things on it. Did you
seat yourself without invitation? Did you
aslt for the time and get permission to make
your demonstration? If you are guilty of any
of these, change your habits promptly. Little
things can lose big sales!

I’d treat the man who takes my time
And spends a nickel or a dime
With courtesy, and make him feel
That I was pleased to close the deal
Because tomorrow, who can tell?
He may want stuff I have to sell.
And in that case then glad he’ll be
To spend his dollars all with me.
The reason people pass one door
To patronize another store,
Is not because the busier place
Has better skills or gloves or lace
Or special prices, but it lies…
In pleasant words and smiling eyes.

14.

You didn't know your business. You
conveyed this impression to your prospect.
He didn't dare take the chance of putting his
business in the hands of an amateur. Did
you falter and "guess maybe" your product
would do what he asked? Did you badly tell
him it would do certain things, whether or
not you knew if you were telling the truth?
When you don't know, openly admit it. Your
prospect will admire you more than if you
lie to him. Better still, know the answers.

15.

You left your enthusiasm behind. You
gave a sing-song monologue. You bored
your prospect. You must tell a fresh, crisp
story each and every time. If you are tired,
ill, or not in the mood, you will do yourself
a favor to take the day off and return
tomorrow. Just before making each call, step
up the output of your enthusiasm generator.
Tell yourself that this is going to be the best
demonstration you ever made.

The only difference, I believe,
is in the treatment folks receive!

16. You failed to use enough reserve closes.

You bought his alibis, excuses and objections.
What are going to do with them? If you are
smart you are going to frame them and keep
them as a reminder not to repurchase the
same deal in the near future!

17.

You offended your prospect. You gave
him the impression that you consider
yourself his superior socially, conversation
ally, educationally. Or, you lit up a smoke
without his permission when he may have
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been the kind of man who neither smokes
nor wants the smell of tobacco around. If
you are aware that there was something
about you which he did not like, take a
square inventory of yourself. Can you pass
muster on hygiene?

18.

You became over-familiar. Heed that
old maxim that says, "Familiarity breeds
contempt.'' In becoming over-familiar you
become offensive. Because you over-heard
another salesman calling your prospect
by his first name, you copied him, without
license. Did it ever occur to you that the
other salesman might be a close friend,
or that he had earned the right to that
familiarity through many years of contact?
Professional salesmen don't slap prospects
on their backs. They keep their places.
They show their prospects the deference to
which they are entitled, and indicate their
appreciation of being granted the time to
tell their sales story.

19.

You weren’t properly dressed. Perhaps
this was the time you decided you could
sneak by without shaving, or could get one
more time out of that shirt. Perhaps you
didn't wear a fresh, well pressed shirt and a
decent tie, but decided to be "comfortable,”
hoping the prospect wouldn't know the
difference. (He did!)

20. Your approach was sloppy. You weren't

smart and business-like. You dragged
yourself in as if you had an unpleasant duty
to do, and you passed your mental attitude
on to your prospect. You acted as if you.
didn't care, and your prospect took you at
your word.

21.

You failed to reach the person with
buying power. Instead of bothering to make
sure that you were talking to the right man
you took a chance and jumped right into
your demonstration, only to find you were
with the wrong man tn the wrong office.

22.

You failed to see, or to consider, that
it was fairly obvious that either financial

conditions or lack of responsibility made it
profitless for you to waste your time on this
interview.
Yes, take them into your confidence, and
your mistakes can be your best friends.
Don’t be too proud to confess to yourself
that there is room for improvement. Don’t
shy away from looking at your mistakes
with eager determination to identify and
eliminate them.
Otherwise you forfeit the only excuse for
making a mistake in the first place, which
is to provide a springboard for a more
successful try the next time.

Look for more Troubles

Be thankful for the troubles of your job. They
provide about half your income. Because
if it were not for the things that go wrong,
the difficult people you have to deal with,
and the problems and unpleasantness of
your working day, someone could be found
to handle your job for half of what you are
being paid.
It takes intelligence, resourcefulness,
patience, tact and courage to meet the
troubles of any job. That is why you hold
your present job. And it may be the reason
you aren't holding down an even bigger one.
If all of us would start to look for more
troubles, and learn to handle thern cheerfully
and with good judgment, as opportunities
rather than irritations, we would find
ourselves getting ahead at a surprising rate.
For it is a fact that there are plenty of big
jobs waiting for men who aren't afraid of the
troubles connected with them.

The best way to kill time….
Work it to death.
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A Toast to the Salesman
A

salesman is a pin on a map to the sales
manager, a quota to the factory, an
overloaded expense account to the auditor,
a bookkeeping item called ‘cost-of-selling’
to the treasurer, a smile and a wisecrack to
the receptionist, and a purveyor of flattery to
the buyer."
“A salesman needs the endurance of
Hercules, the brass of Barnum, the craft
of Machiavelli, the tact of a diplomat, the
tongue of an orator, the charm of a playboy,
and the brain of a computer."
“He must be impervious to insult,
indifference, anger, scorn, complaints and
be razor-sharp, even after drinking until
dawn with a customer."
“He must have the stamina to sell all day,
entertain all evening, drive all night to the
next town and be on the job fresh at 9:00am.
“He must be good at story-telling and willing
to lose at golf and cards."
“He wishes his merchandise was better,
his prices lower, his commissions higher,
his territory smaller, his competitors more

ethical, his goods more promptly delivered,
his boss more sympathetic, his advertising
more effective and his customers more
human." “But he is a realist who accepts the
fact that none of this will ever be." “He is an
optimist, so he makes the sale anyway." “He
lives or dies by the daily report." “He rolls his
days away in a tedium of planes, trains and
cars. He sleeps his nights away in cheerless
hotel rooms."
“Each morning he hoists onto his back the
dead weight of last year’s sales record and
this year’s quota and goes forth to do it all
over again."
“Yet for all that, he is absolutely certain that
tomorrow will be better and there is nothing
he would rather do, anybody he would rather
be...than a salesman!”
And, lest we forget, we can make the finest
products, deliver the most effective services,
give the wisest counsel, but it is all for
naught without the efforts of a salesman.
Remember, nothing happens until a sale
has been made!
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COURTESY: THE SURE-FIRE,
Peaceful Weapon
M

any people rely on the kindness of
strangers.

The bank teller wishes you a nice day.
The telephone operator thanks you for
calling her service.
The waiter tells you to “Enjoy.”
These people are successfully
implementing their concern for courteous
customer service, right?
Wrong. The teller forgot to enter the interest
in your account, your complaint about
phone service was dismissed, and your soup
arrived cold.
Customer service is a far cry from mechanical
politeness. It is a courtesy that puts you and
your staff in the shoes of the customer.
Wearing a smile and wishing someone “a
nice day” are not enough. You, as a manager,
must infuse your group, department, and
perhaps your whole company with a deeprooted concern for others, and the will to
follow through.
As with many segments of American
business life, we can learn something from
the Japanese about customer service and
courtesy, defined by one Japanese writer
as “a sympathetic regard for the feelings of
others.”
In Japan, lack of courtesy is tantamount to
a sin. Even the highest-level executive will

patiently spend time inquiring after the
well-being of an associate or subordinate or
customer, before dealing with the business
at hand. The Japanese attitude is that
whatever the business problem might be, it’s
the relationship with the other person that
will be the basis for any solution.
But Japan’s culture is different, one might
object. Certain traits are ingrained. We can’t
make ourselves over.
True enough. Nonetheless, as Thomas J.
Peters, the excellence guru, concluded after
years of research: A manager who behaves
with “simple, garden variety courtesy”
toward customers will have the lion’s share
of any market.
If you are concerned with capturing that
“lion’s share,” here are some ideas that might
help you and your staff grab it:
Courtesy begins at home. A double standard
of behavior—one for coworkers and another
for customers—will soon wear thin. Starting
at the top, if employees begin to display
respect for one another, this should cary
over into their dealings with the public. It
isn’t easy to inculcate this in a group of busy,
sometimes short-tempered individuals, but
you must set the example.
Give it time. Some things can’t be rushed.
Your customers will know when you—or
your staff—are looking at the clock. A tone
of voice, interrupting the other person—
such behavior will give you away, no matter
what polite formulas you’re using. It’s
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"A customer is the most important visitor on
our premises. He is not dependent on us. We are
dependent on him. He is not an interruption on
our work. He is the purpose of it. He is not an
outsider on our business. He is part of it. We are
not doing him a favour by serving him. He is doing
us a favor by giving us an opportunity to do so.
—Mahatma Gandhi

important to extend yourself a little for the
sake of making the other person feel more
comfortable. The time you spend now will
pay off later.
Put yourself in the customer’s place. The
customer or client may be a six-digit number
in your files, but not when you are speaking
or writing to him or her. Consider that, like
yourself, most customers are busy, and
perhaps they’re anxious about having the
right thing done with a minimum of trouble.
Keep it natural. You needn’t, like the
Japanese executive, inquire into the family
life of a customer or coworker unless you are
moved to do so. Stick to your own personal
style, whether you’re outgoing or reserved.
But keep in mind that just as you’d like
to be treated with respect, that’s how the

other person is feeling. What could be more
natural?
Observation:
With
many
companies
struggling to be in the forefront—or, just
trying to stay alive—managers can’t afford to
remain aloof to customers’ needs. Courtesy
is one of the least costly ways of giving
outsiders the impression that your operation
is well-managed, and that everyone in it
knows what they are doing.
Note: Look into how you might use a
technological offshoot of this concept, such
as a database containing information on
a client’s specific needs and interests. For
example, if a business traveler inquires at a
hotel or an affiliated one, information on the
spot is available and ready to be conveyed—
by a courteous employee.
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The Northeast economic Status review

The Amazon Effect on
the U.S. Economy
Mrinalini Krishna

A

mazon.com (AMZN) is everywhere.
By disrupting the way people shop,
Amazon has created economic ripple effects
that go far beyond the customer’s wallet to,
directly and indirectly, impact economic
activity, whether that impact is inflation,
jobs or investment. Currently, Amazon is
looking to expand its presence by opening a
second full-fledged headquarters in a soonto-be-announced city.

The Retail Giant

Amazon started with books and then added
pretty much everything you can think of,
from engagement rings to coffins, for sale
on their site. Add the convenience of having
it delivered promptly to your doorstep and
customers have rewarded Amazon with
open wallets. According to a study from One
Click Retail, Amazon accounted for 4% of
US retail sales and 44% of US e-commerce
sales in 2017. Consumer electronics was
the biggest product category in 2017 for
Amazon, bringing in an estimated $8.5
billion in sales.
If you consider a more macro picture,
consumers spending more is a good sign
because it contributes to the GDP. Having
said that, in no way is consumer spending
on Amazon significant enough yet to tip the
GDP scale. But it could be in the future.
$8.5 billion is the estimated sales of consumer
electronics in 2017.

How Amazon Kills Inflation

Amazon has disrupted traditional retail
and accelerated the demise of struggling
players. Without storefronts, the company’s
overhead costs are significantly lower
than other retailers giving them an edge to
undercut on prices and operate on superthin profit margins.
That makes some economy watchers
nervous about Amazon’s deflationary
impact. Ideally, low unemployment is
accompanied by wage growth, which in
turn fuels inflation as companies pass on
the cost to consumers. This is the logic of
Phillip’s curve, but Amazon has disrupted
that as well.
Higher competition and lower prices limit
the companies’ ability to pass on any wage
increases to consumers. Those worries
were echoed in the wake of the Whole
Foods acquisition in 2017 where remarks by
Chicago Federal Reserve President Charles
Evans were interpreted in that context.

Jobs at Amazon

At the end of December 2017, Amazon
had 566,000 employees worldwide, and
that number has grown to 575,000 by
October 2018, according to a press release.
This includes both full-time and parttime employees. That number is low for a
company of that size but expected because
Amazon does not have a significant
storefront presence like Walmart (WMT),
which employs approximately 2.3 million
people worldwide.
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Amazon also engages a number of thirdparty contractors and companies for tasks
like deliveries. Those people go door-todoor dropping off Amazon packages but are
not employees for the company. Does that
matter? Yes and no.
In a way, these are jobs that people are doing,
therefore, some credit could go to Amazon
for job creation. On the other hand, hiring
contractual workers helps the company
keep its costs in check. In the past, Amazon
has been sued by contingent workers
claiming they received less than minimum
wage. Meanwhile, others have criticized the
company for harsh working conditions.
Another angle of the jobs conversation is
how many jobs Amazon is eliminating.
Considering the company is hurting other
retailers, forcing them to shutter stores and
cut back on costs, any job gains at Amazon
may not, in fact, mean anything.
The company has come under fire from
Senator Bernie Sanders who introduced
a bill, Stop Bad Employers by Zeroing
Out Subsidies or the Stop BEZOS Act, in
September 2018 that proposed levying taxes
on large companies to the extent of public
benefits its employees relied on. Sanders had
attacked Amazon and Jeff Bezos on account
of worker pay and worker safety conditions.
On October 1, 2018, Amazon announced
that it would raise its minimum wage to
$15 per hour, much higher than the federal
minimum wage of $7.25 per hour.
The company is also currently on the
hunt for a city in which to build a second
headquarters. The proposed HQ2 would
reportedly bring in over 50,000 jobs and an
estimated $5 billion investment to whichever
city the company chooses. Amazon is
looking for a city that will offer significant
tax breaks and subsidies, as well as a built-in
tech talent pool.
Amazon’s quest for innovation and
technology to achieve operational efficiency
has people worried about the elimination
of jobs. Those worries are not far-fetched

considering that the company is testing its
Amazon Go stores in a number of large U.S.
cities.

The Facilitator of Small Businesses

Amazon’s logistics infrastructure doesn’t
just help it ship to consumers all across the
globe, it also aids another group of people:
small businesses. Listing their products on
Amazon helps them increase their customer
reach and the delivery essentially becomes
Amazon’s headache.
“More than 20,000 small and medium-sized
businesses worldwide on Amazon surpassed
$1 million in sales in 2017,” the company said
in a press release earlier in 2018.
As small businesses thrive, further job
creation and spending are bound to happen.
Amazon says that 900,000 jobs were created
outside of the company as a result of the
Amazon Marketplace for small businesses
and entrepreneurs.

Amazon as a Taxpayer

Does Amazon pay tax? Yes. Is it a lot? No.
Principally, President Trump’s claim about
Amazon not paying any tax is wrong.
However, a 2016 analysis by The New York
Times and S&P Global Market Intelligence
reveals that from 2007 to 2015, Amazon
paid taxes at an average rate of 13%, nearly
half of the 26.9% average for the S&P 500
companies. But it wasn’t alone. Other tech
giants like Facebook, Alphabet, and Apple
also had an average tax rate significantly
lower than the average.

Sales Tax

Not having a physical presence or employees
in certain states also saved Amazon from
having to collect sales tax. Sales tax is a
complicated subject with rates and rules
varying across states. The most simple
explanation in this context is that tax laws
in many states need the physical presence
of an online retailer in the state in order to
collect sales tax. Therefore by not having its
own warehouses or employees in certain
states, Amazon saved on tax.
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This wasn’t a problem specific to Amazon,
however, as it applied to any online retailer
shipping goods across state lines. Over a
period of time, Amazon started collecting
sales tax on all goods that were sold in or
delivered to states that have such a tax.
Five states: Alaska, Delaware, Oregon, New
Hampshire, and Montana do not impose a
sales tax. The sales tax issue gets even more
complicated when it pertains to third-party
sellers.

In the past ten years, the stock has returned
a whopping 2,661%, as of October 1, 2018,
while the 5-year return was nearly 529%. The
S&P 500 meanwhile returned only 151% over
the same 10-year period.

Investing in Amazon

Amazon isn’t just a bumper investment
for those who go in at the right time: It is a
big investor itself. As of 2017 year-end, the
company held a portfolio of $22.28 billion
in cash equivalents and marketable debt
securities. It also had $737 million worth of
equity investments or equity warrants in
public and private companies.

Amazon became the second trillion-dollar
company by market cap on September 4,
2018. It also hit many milestones, including
crossing the $2,000 mark for its share price.
A jump in shares earlier this year crowned
CEO Jeff Bezos, who owns 16% in the
company, as the richest man in the world.
The multi-year run for Amazon shares has
been phenomenal. The company made its
stock market debut in 1997 and $100 invested
then would have turned into six figures.

Imagine the wealth that was created by
Amazon's stock return and the potential
economic activities it could finance in the
future.

Amazon's Big Investment Portfolio
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Marketing

Marketing 2.0

marketing 2.0 premium
Managed Email Marketing
Campaigns

marketing 2.0 plus
Managed Email
Marketing Campaigns

marketing 2.0 Basic
Managed Email
Marketing Campaigns

Managed Social Media
& Digital Marketing
Campagins for 1 Social
Channel

Managed Social Media
& Digital Marketing
Campagins for 1 Social
Channel
Google Platforms
3'x6' or 4'x4' Winyl
Product Banners (12)
POP Counter Display PopUp Units (6)

Google Platforms
Point of Purchase
Marketing Collateral
POP Counter Display
Pop-up Units (6)

3'x6' or 4'x4' Winyl
Product Banners (12)
POP Counter Display
Pop-Up Units (6)

Marketing, Product Sales
Sheets and Brochures
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